Lake Orion Community Schools Families –
Welcome to 2020 in LOCS! After a long and restful break, we’re excited students are back and ready to grow.

Connecting with parents and the community remains a priority, so LOCS has launched a cell phone application, bringing the most relevant data directly to your handheld device.

The LakeOrionSchools.org website is designed to engage users on a desktop or tablet format, while the new app is far more mobile-friendly.

As with any new technology, there will be opportunity for improvement and we welcome feedback.

Suggestions and questions can be directed to communications@lok12.org.

We hope you find this a useful tool as we bring information and accessibility to LOCS families.

Sincerely,
LOCS Communications

DOWNLOAD

The app is available for Apple iPhones and Android devices, in the App Store for that device. Embedded below is how it appears in each store. Users can also search, typing in "Lake Orion Community Schools."

APPLE STORE

GOOGLE PLAY
(ANDROID) STORE


The app should make users’ lives easier, as the scaled-down version of the full site. Across the bottom are five buttons: Home, Events, Directory, News and More.

**NAVIGATION**

The “More” page is a catch-all for direct links relevant to most of the district families or visitors, plus jump-off pages for LOHS and the middle schools for specific, commonly used links. When logging in for the first time, families can choose to identify the school(s) that are relevant to them. If this step is bypassed or a change is necessary, there is a filter option at the top right of the events and news pages.

The other option is to click on the words “My Schools” at the top of the “More” page. (Note: The LOHS and middle school apps previously in use will continue through the end of the school year as well to preserve continuity for students, parents and staff.)